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Fill in the blanks using comparative or 
superlative adjectives and adverbs. 
 
 

My mom has always been 

      the worst      cook. Everything she 

makes tastes ______________ than 

anything you have ever tasted. She spends 

______________ time in the kitchen out of everyone in our family.  

 

Her soup is my ______________ thing to eat in the world. It has 

chicken that is ______________ than my shoes. The vegetables taste 

______________ than the ones that grow in our garden.  

 

I want to learn to cook ______________ than my mom. I will go to 

______________ cooking school in the nation. 

Everyone will say that my dishes are 

______________ than all other restaurants in the 

world. I will be ______________ chef in the 

universe.  

A comparative compares 
things.  

 
He is smaller than his 

sister. 

 
A superlative states that 
something is the most or 

the least.  
 

He is the smallest in his 

family. 
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Answers 
Answers will vary. 
 

My mom has always been      the worst      cook. Everything she 

makes tastes      more disgusting      than anything you have ever tasted. 

She spends      the most      time in the kitchen out of everyone in our 

family.  

 

Her soup is my      least favorite      thing to eat in the world. It has 

chicken that is      tougher      than my shoes. The vegetables taste 

     more rotten      than the ones that grow in our garden.  

 

I want to learn to cook      better      than my mom. I will go to 

     the best     cooking school in the nation. Everyone will say that my 

dishes are      more delicious      than all other restaurants in the world. I will 

be      the most popular      chef in the universe.  
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